
Additional Members: T Akinrinmade, L Belisle, K Bimbo, G Chan, B Cockburn, I Cribben, M de Montigny, M Glover, J Hammond, B Kanagala, M Kennedy, A Kharel, J Olson, K-A Reid, P Thota, A Ullah

# of Attendees: 90

1. Approval of Agenda
   Be it RESOLVED that the agenda of the 134\textsuperscript{th} Science Faculty Council be adopted as circulated. Moved/seconded by J Naylor/J Hammond. CARRIED

2. Notes for the 133\textsuperscript{rd} Faculty Council Meeting, May 21, 2020
   Be it RESOLVED that the notes of the 133\textsuperscript{rd} Science Faculty Council be adopted as circulated. Moved/seconded by S Johnston/J Bagwe. CARRIED

3. Matina Kalcounis-Rueppell, Dean of Science
   The Dean made a presentation to Council about the current state of the Faculty of Science and answered questions from the floor.

4.1 a) Information Graduands lists
   Information on the Spring 2021 graduand list was provided by the Associate Dean (Undergraduate). Due to the delayed start of Winter term students are still in the process of being cleared for graduation.

   Total Graduands - approximately 1220; BSc Honors - approximately 230; BSc Specialization - approximately 370; BSc General – approximately 620; Science Internship Program - approximately 120 students.

4.1 b) Motion to permit addition of names to the Graduand list
   Be it RESOLVED that the Science Faculty Office be empowered to constitute the list of graduands for Spring 2021, as required. Moved/seconded by G de Vries/J Naylor. CARRIED
4.2 Faculty of Science Standards - Revisions

Be it RESOLVED that the Science Chairs’ recommendations for revisions to the Faculty of Science Criteria for Merit Increments, Tenure and Promotion be adopted as circulated. Moved/seconded by L Willis/S Johnston. CARRIED

Be it RESOLVED that the Science Chairs’ recommendations for revisions to the Faculty of Science FEC Procedures for Annual Review of Performance, Merit Increments, Evaluation of Probationary Appointments, Tenure Decisions, and Application for Promotion to the Rank of Professor be approved with the friendly amendment to remove the words “at a minimum” from Appendix 1 and add the words “teaching and research statements” to sections A h), B h), and i) at the end of Appendix 1. Moved/seconded by S Morsink/T Allison. CARRIED

4.3 The Faculty of Science Research Award - Revisions

Be it RESOLVED that the Science Chairs’ recommendations for revisions to the Faculty of Science Research Award be adopted as circulated. Moved/seconded by L Willis/D Coltman. CARRIED

5.1 Gold and Silver Medalists

Science Chairs approved the following Gold Medal winners:

YiYin Gao (BSc General, Major in Biological Science and Minor in Psychology) receive the Dean’s Gold Medal in Science.

Bryton Wong (BSc with Specialization, Psychology) receive the Gold Medal in Science,

Faith Trinh (BSc Honors, Neuroscience) receive the Lieutenant Governor’s Gold Medal.

Dean’s Silver Medals, Spring Convocation 2020

The Dean’s Silver Medals are awarded annually to convocating students with superior academic achievement enrolled in an Honors program in the Faculty of Science. Recipients must have had a minimum grade point average of at least 3.7 on a full course load in three Fall/Winter academic sessions while enrolled in the Faculty of Science. This year there are 83 Silver Medalists.

5.2 Changes to Science Faculty Council’s Delegated Authority

Council was reminded that on Friday, March 12, 2021, Science Faculty Council approved by a majority vote the following motions about delegated authority:

Motion #1:
The Science Faculty Council hereby creates a standing Executive Committee constituted with the following Terms of Reference:

i) Purpose: to advise the Dean on all Faculty related matters that may occur between the times of regular meetings of Council; and

ii) Membership: all Chairs, Associate Deans, and the Vice-Dean of the Faculty of Science; and

iii) Quorum: shall consist of no less than four members including at least 2 chairs; and

iv) Voting: all members are voting members. The Dean of Science is ex officio and will vote only to break a tie.
Motion #2:
The Dean of Science, in consultation with the Executive Committee, shall act for Science Faculty Council in matters that may occur between the times of regular meetings of Council and for which decisions require immediate resolution.

5.3 **Faculty of Science Strategic Plan, 2020-2025**
The Strategic Plan can be viewed on the Faculty of Science website and was circulated with the agenda. The Dean stated that together, as a community of leaders, this multi-layered plan was developed with achievable short-term accountabilities and long-term goals within a five-year timeframe. The plan has helped and will continue to help to guide our priorities and planning over the next few years, as we continue to focus on our mission of conducting world-leading research and the authentic teaching and training of the next generation of scientists.

5.4 **New Academic Staff Appointments**
The Faculty of Science is in the process of conducting three academic staff searches. There have been no additional new hires in the past year.

5.5 **Academic Staff Promotions and/or Tenure/Continuing Appointments**
A list of academic staff promotions and/or tenure/continuing appointments was circulated with the agenda for information.

Adjournment
There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department/Association</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keri Ann Reid</td>
<td>Alumni Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gavin Chan</td>
<td>APEGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Glover</td>
<td>Department of Biochemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Cockburn</td>
<td>Division of Computer Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Hammond</td>
<td>Department of Pharmacology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Gosgnach</td>
<td>Department of Physiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc de Montigny</td>
<td>Campus Saint-Jean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aman Ullah</td>
<td>Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katalin Bimbo</td>
<td>Faculty of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivor Cribben</td>
<td>Alberta School of Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Carbonaro</td>
<td>Faculty of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samer Adeeb</td>
<td>Faculty of Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Glover</td>
<td>Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanne Olson</td>
<td>Faculty of Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Juraz</td>
<td>Faculty of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Kennedy</td>
<td>Faculty of Kinesiology, Sport, and Recreation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liam Belisle</td>
<td>Graduate Students’ Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuce Zhang</td>
<td>Graduate Students’ Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Brunelle</td>
<td>Registrar's Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhavana Kanagala</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aizle Nyn Bernardo</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdi Ali</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arju Neupane</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Mullin</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pranavi Thota</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Himasha Rao</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinza Khan</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanah Mohammed</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arshdeep Rattol</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aakankshya Kharel</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toluwalase Akinrinmade</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AGENDA ITEM #2

133rd COUNCIL OF THE FACULTY OF SCIENCE
21 May 2020
9:00 AM
Virtual Meeting


Additional Members: A Ali, A Bernardo, M Carbonaro, G Chan, B Cockburn, M de Montigny, J Hammond, B Kanagala, M Kennedy, K Khan, A Neupane, J Olson, A Rattol, K-A Reid, K Shanebeck, P Thota, J Welchman

# of Attendees: 85

1. Approval of Agenda

Be it RESOLVED that the agenda of the 133rd Science Faculty Council be adopted as circulated. Moved/seconded by R Joshi/A Pianzola. CARRIED

2. Notes for the 132nd Faculty Council Meeting, September 10, 2019

Be it RESOLVED that the notes of the 132nd Science Faculty Council be adopted as circulated. Moved/seconded by J Pascoe/L Mason. CARRIED

3. Special Guest: President-elect Bill Flanagan

The President-elect addressed Council and answered questions from the floor.

4. Matina Kalcounis-Rueppell, Dean of Science

The Dean spoke to Council about the current state of the Faculty by focusing on teaching and research operations during the COVID-19 pandemic with a reminder about the State of the Faculty address at the March 31st, 2020, Science Town Hall.

5.1a) Information Graduands lists

Information on the Spring 2020 graduand list was provided by the Associate Dean (Undergraduate).

Total Graduands - 1048; BSc Honors - 199 with First Class Honors - 175; BSc Specialization - 307, With Distinction - 126; BSc General (including business minor) – 535, With Distinction - 194; BSc/BEd combined – 7, With Distinction - 6; Science Internship Program - 58
5.1 b) Motion to permit addition of names to the Graduand list

Be it RESOLVED that the Science Faculty Office be empowered to amend or add names to the list of Spring 2020 graduands. Moved/seconded by G de Vries/J Naylor. CARRIED

5.2 Faculty of Science Standards

Be it RESOLVED that the Science Chairs’ recommendations for revisions to the Faculty of Science FEC Procedures for Annual Review of Performance, Merit Increments, Evaluation of Probationary Appointments, Tenure Decisions, and Application for Promotion to the Rank of Professor be adopted as circulated. Moved/seconded by W Bedard/D Ali. CARRIED

Be it RESOLVED that the Science Chairs’ recommendations for revisions to the Faculty of Science Criteria for Merit Increments, Tenure and Promotion be adopted as circulated. Moved/seconded by L Budney/W Bedard. CARRIED

Be it RESOLVED that the Science Chairs’ recommendations for revisions to the Faculty of Science Standards of Performance and Procedures for Merit Increments, Continuing Appointment, and Promotion for Faculty Service Officers (FSOs) be adopted as circulated. Moved/seconded by G Sivakoff/S Johnston. CARRIED

6.1 Gold and Silver Medalists

Science Chairs approved the following Gold Medal winners:

Sarah Morin (BSc General, Biological Science) receive the Dean’s Gold Medal in Science.
Farynna Facundo (BSc with Specialization, Immunology) receive the Gold Medal in Science,
Jessica Wang (BSc Honors, Cell Biology) receive the Lieutenant Governor’s Gold Medal.

Dean’s Silver Medals, Spring Convocation 2020

The Dean’s Silver Medals are awarded annually to convocating students with superior academic achievement enrolled in an Honors program in the Faculty of Science. Recipients must have had a minimum grade point average of at least 3.7 on a full course load in three Fall/Winter academic sessions while enrolled in the Faculty of Science. This year there are 82 Silver Medalists.

6.2 New Academic Staff Appointments

A list of new academic staff appointments was circulated with the agenda for information. The new Faculty of Science HR partner was also introduced.

6.3 Academic Staff Promotions and/or Tenure/Continuing Appointments

A list of academic staff promotions and/or tenure/continuing appointments was circulated with the agenda for information.

Adjournment

There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned.
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Introduction

Under the terms of the Schedule A of the Common Collective Agreement between the Governors of the University of Alberta and the Association of the Academic Staff of the University of Alberta, July 1, 2018 – June 30, 2020 (hereafter the ‘Faculty Agreement’), the Faculty Evaluation Committee (FEC) is required to periodically review guidelines used in determining the award of merit increments, tenure and promotion (Article A6.03.2). Such a review must take place at least every ten (10) years. Any guidelines developed by the FEC must be approved by the Provost and Vice-President (Academic) and Faculty Council prior to implementation (A6.03.7).

The Faculty Agreement provides for the procedures to be followed in determination of the award of merit increments, tenure and promotion. Particular attention should be drawn to the following article of the Faculty Agreement:

A6.16.3 "All decisions of FEC are by majority vote of the members present and eligible to vote."

This document was approved by the Faculty of Science Faculty Council on 21 May 2020 and a decision was also taken by Council to make the effective date of this document be 1 July 2020.

I. Criteria

A. General Criteria

The Faculty of Science has traditionally used performance in research, teaching, and service in arriving at recommendations regarding the award of merit increments¹, tenure and promotion.

Achievements in research and teaching should be deemed, in general, of greater importance than service. Competence in service should also be considered in judging an individual’s overall performance.

¹ “Increment” means the basic unit by which a Staff Member’s salary is increased, where applicable.

---

A high level of professional conduct will be expected of all faculty members at all times. (NOTE: omit, to avoid appearance of discipline being under the FEC umbrella)

This document describes in detail the principles to be followed in evaluating performance in these three (3) areas.

B. Research and Scholarly Activity

The creative function of the University requires faculty members to devote their time to research and scholarly activity.

There are many measures of the excellence of research and scholarly activities. Evaluation of the achievement of a faculty member in the area of research and scholarly activity will use the following criteria:

- Refereed publications:
  • quality and quantity of published work in refereed journals or other refereed venues;
  • citations in the literature implying a new idea or an important work.

- Non-refereed publications:
  • books and monographs;
  • chapters in books and/or review articles;
  • scholarly/technical reports.

- Technical contributions:
  • computer software or hardware that advances the state-of-the-art;
  • patents where the invention is of a scientific or technical nature.

- Training of highly qualified people:
  • supervision of graduate students;
  • supervision of PDFs; • supervision of undergraduate students;
  • supervision of technical staff.

- Invited presentations:
  • invitations to deliver addresses at national-international conferences, summer-winter schools, workshops and/or other institutions.

- Peer group recognition that may take the form of:
  • election to office or committees in national or international scholarly professional organizations;
  • editorship of books or journals;
• service on conference committees;
• invitations to consult;
• invitations to evaluate or review work of others;
• invitations to membership of grant selection committees or other national committees;
• awards in recognition of the excellence of scholarly work;
• election to well-known and respected scholarly societies;
• invitations to chair sessions at national-international conferences or symposia.

- Research grants and contracts:
  • award of research grants and contracts.

C. Teaching

One of the major functions of the University is to transmit knowledge. This function cannot be considered in isolation from the function to search for knowledge (research). An effective teacher has to be able to stimulate the intellectual inquisitiveness of the students by bringing to their attention the latest research findings and professional debates in his/her discipline. Thus, teaching effectiveness is linked with research and scholarly activity. An effective teacher not only transmits knowledge but helps the students develop skills to critically examine and evaluate ideas and arguments and, eventually, to generate ideas of their own.

The concept of teaching is not confined to classroom instruction but includes such activities as participation in the supervision of laboratories, seminars, colloquia, tutorials, individual and group discussions, supervision of graduate and undergraduate students, and the development of innovative teaching methods.

In evaluating the effectiveness of a faculty member as a teacher, some of the attributes to be considered are his/her ability and willingness to:

• organize and present lectures at a level appropriate for the course;
• communicate effectively with students;
• stimulate intellectual inquiry and to foster learning in the students;
• present the latest research findings and debates in the discipline (where appropriate);
• make himself/herself available to students;
• participate in activities related to teaching such as advising students in selecting courses and assisting them in defining their long-range goals (see also 'Service');

• produce textbooks of high quality and have them published;
• develop and update course materials (lab materials, course notes, etc.); and,
• teach courses at various levels.

D. Service

The functions of the University and professional bodies require that, at sometime or other, the members of the faculty engage in activities outside the scope of research and teaching. These activities may include:

1. Service to the Community at Large

Service to the community is intended to include general service related to scholarly activities and interests. In general, any science-based service with a demonstrable impact on society is regarded as service to the community at large.

Such service can be considered by FEC when it requires special academic or professional expertise. These activities include the transmission of scientific knowledge to the lay public. For example, interviews and articles in the news media, operation of facilities visited by the public, contribution to continuing education and special programs, and professional services to schools and colleges, may be considered.

Another important category of service to the community at large is providing advice to governments or other organizations acting for the public good, on science-based policy or other scientific matters.

2. Service to the Professional Community

Such activities include the participation on committees in professional organizations, e.g. grant selection committees, and organizing committees for conferences and workshops, editorship of journals, refereeing for journals and conferences, and reviewing research grant/contract applications.

3. Service to the University Community

These services involve participation on committees at various levels within the
University community, such as GFC, GFC standing and ad-hoc committees, Faculty and Department committees. Some of these activities are inseparable from teaching functions, particularly student advising. It is to be recognized that whereas all faculty members should be able to advise students in the choice of courses and their long-term goals, certain members of the faculty are appointed as student advisors and bear the brunt of these duties.

Another form of University service is mentoring and coaching other staff, including mentoring Assistant Professors to tenure.

Faculty members can also serve the University community through leadership roles in preparing large-scale grant applications (e.g. CFI, NCE) or nomination packages for major national and international awards, through activities related to commercialization of research results and/or technology transfer, and through participation in activities related to fundraising, development, and/or alumni relations.

---

II. Evaluation of Criteria

A. Research and Scholarly Activity

Of all the criteria listed, the one used most extensively, and generally the most reliable, is the quality and quantity of published work in refereed venues of international stature.

Impact factors and/or acceptance rates of refereed venues are useful measures of venue quality; however, it is the responsibility of the Chair of the Department to evaluate, through consultation with his/her colleagues and the use of expert opinion in the field, the quality of the research and scholarship of an individual.

It is also the responsibility of the Chair to make a judgment (and be able to defend it) as to what constitutes a full-refereed paper. For example, a manuscript that is rigorously refereed in its entirety and appears in a prestigious refereed conference proceedings or edited volume may qualify as the equivalent of a full journal paper. However, a published conference abstract or a manuscript that is only informally refereed in its entirety would not be considered the equivalent of a refereed journal publication.

A scholarly/technical report to a private or government agency, published or unpublished by that agency, may be considered as a publication where the evidence of rigorous peer review is provided. Care must be taken to avoid double counting of scholarly/technical reports or invited talks if either is subsequently published in refereed journals.

Extensive citation of a paper is usually a measure of the importance of the work although a lack of citations does not necessarily reflect on the quality of the work. The use of citations has to be made with care since the number of citations obviously depends on the size of the scientific community in the area of research. Some excellent published works wait to be ‘discovered’ and recognized as important by workers in a field. It is recognized that citations can also reflect negative opinions of a paper.

In the case of joint authorship of papers, every effort will be made with the assistance of the Chair of the Department concerned to assess the value of the individual’s contribution to the team effort.

The authorship of a book, though a time-consuming activity, does not necessarily imply research activity as such. A senior level book, to be used at the graduate level or as a reference book, generally demands considerable research effort. The quality of the book, just as the quality of other published work, has to be determined and one measure is obtained from post-publication reviews by experts in the field.

The award of sustained and increasing research grants from a peer-reviewed body (for example, NSERC, CIHR, and SSHRC, etc.) may also be a measure of the quality of research carried out by an individual. However, care must be taken not to compare grant values across disciplines or sub-disciplines.

Invitations to deliver scholarly talks or major addresses to one’s peers are a measure of leadership in the field.
Peer recognition, which takes various forms (see 'Criteria'), is also a measure of scholarly achievement.

B. Teaching Activity

There are several ways for a Chair to judge effectiveness in teaching in broadly-based, multifaceted ways (A6.03.4), such as:

- assessment by students through a questionnaire and/or commentaries (i.e., USRI scores and comments; see Appendix I for mandatory USRI questions);
- direct assessment by the Chair, or a designate, of teaching delivery;
- peer assessment of teaching delivery;
- assessment, by the Chair, or knowledgeable colleagues of lecture content, assignments, examinations and other course content;
- assessment of the success of mentoring and/or supervision of graduate students, undergraduate students, postdoctoral fellows, and technical staff;
- assessment of participation and communication effectiveness in seminars, colloquia, and meetings;
- assessment of instructional materials produced by the staff member;
- reviews by administrative officials; and,
- assessment, by the Chair, of the extent to which the educational goals of the department are met.

It shall be the responsibility of the Chair to present evidence of a faculty member’s teaching effectiveness using the above as a guide.

C. Service Activity

The Chair shall make every effort to assess the effectiveness of the service provided by the individual to each of the different communities.

In assessing the value of service activities all reasonable efforts shall be made to secure information on the success of such operations from the relevant sources.

In assessing accomplishments in the area of International Development the difficulty of the circumstances under which an individual has to work must be considered.

D. Supplementary Professional Activity (SPA)

SPA can be regarded as meritorious to the extent that it represents professional development of the staff member or otherwise directly contributes to the university’s goals of having tangible positive impact on society. Refer to the Faculty of Science “Guidelines for Supplementary Professional Activities and University Industry Relationship” document for reporting and procedural details related to SPA.

III. Merit Increments

A. General Statements

The merit increment has to be earned through meritorious achievements and is by no means an automatic right of the individual or based on the years of service. The award of merit increments is primarily based on an individual’s performance during the twelve-month period defined by the Annual Report required in the Faculty of Science. Past performance, regardless of how praiseworthy and meritorious it may be, does not give an individual the right to a merit increment every year in perpetuity. (Recommended to strike this. It does not add much, and conflicts with statement below.)

It shall be the responsibility of the Chair to provide information to FEC on the staff members’ activities using the guidelines from Section II, using the Chair’s Recommendation Form.

At times, circumstances make it difficult to assess an individual’s research activity in a twelve-month period. This may happen, for example, if an individual must develop intricate instrumentation, experimental apparatus, or a software package. Such activities may at times result in no refereed publications, even though such activities are imperative and indispensable for the future success of the research. In such cases it shall be the responsibility of the Chair to satisfy the committee that the individual is involved in 'development' work of considerable importance. In addition, other indicators of research activity would be expected to be documented.

Performance over multiple years may merit extra incrementation that recognizes the long gestation of the research results.
The committee must judge the overall performance of an individual without assigning any numerical weights to each activity. Individuals who have reduced teaching loads due to research chairs, awards, or other assigned duties, will not be penalized for having a lighter teaching load. However, they are expected to demonstrate good teaching quality in the reduced number of courses they teach and are expected to achieve higher levels of appropriate research/service productivity than individuals with regular teaching loads.

B. Research

The best, and most reliable, evidence of research activity is the publication of research papers in refereed journals, conference proceedings, books and book chapters during the reporting period. Works under preparation or papers submitted for publication must not be considered in the award of merit increments for the year in question. Refereed contributions that have been accepted for publication, but have not yet appeared may be considered if the Chair has proof of acceptance.

Other evidence of continued research activity is provided by the individual’s participation in national/international conferences/workshops and the presentation of papers at these conferences/workshops.

Invitations to present seminars/colloquia at other universities and talks at national/international conferences may also be recognized as evidence of merit and leadership in the chosen area of research.

Award of a sustained research grant from a peer-adjudicated body is to be accepted as peer recognition of the value of research carried out by the individual.

C. Teaching

Courses taught and the teaching load and effectiveness as a teacher are to be considered in the award of the merit increment. Where the Chair makes the case for meritorious performance based on effectiveness as a teacher, documentation must be provided.

D. Service

The service of the individual to the community at large, academic, university and international community will also be considered. Where this service has been of exceptional merit, proper documentation will be provided by the Chair.

Peer recognition through, for example, election to scholarly societies, national/international committees, grant selection committees of peer-reviewed agencies such as NSERC, CIHR or SSHRC, or award of Prizes, Fellowships or Scholarships, or any form of award in recognition of the quality of research or service will be given consideration in the award of the merit increment.

E. Sabbaticals

In a staff member’s application for a sabbatical leave, he/she is required to describe the activities that will be undertaken during the leave and the scholarly outcomes that the activities are expected to generate. If the sabbatical is granted, the staff member shall submit a sabbatical report after the leave has finished, describing the actual activities undertaken and outcomes accomplished. The sabbatical leave application and the sabbatical report shall be submitted as part of the staff member’s Annual Report to FEC for reporting period under consideration (Article A4.03.9) These two documents are as important as the annual report itself in determining the merit of a reporting period containing a sabbatical leave. The staff member is expected to have executed the activities described in the sabbatical application, or the deviations from those activities that were explicitly approved in advance by the Dean, and to have accomplished outcomes commensurate in merit with those described in the application.

If the sabbatical leave occupies only part of the reporting period the normal expectations and criteria for research, teaching, and service are applicable to the portion of the period for which the staff member was not on leave.

IV. Tenure

Tenure is not the right of a staff member on completion of the probationary period but must be
earned through effectiveness and competence in the three (3) areas outlined in Section I.

The individual must have produced sustained high-quality research and demonstrated continued effectiveness as a teacher during his/her career. There must be a high probability of eventually reaching scholarly standards and maturity expected of a Professor of Science.

The service component of the candidate’s career will not be a major issue in granting tenure, but the candidate must have demonstrated that he/she is capable of contributing effectively to service activities. Willingness to participate in the committee structure within the Department will be considered an asset. The candidate is expected to contribute to the overall welfare of the department. It is not expected that an untenured staff member will participate in the Faculty or the University committee structure.

As the granting of tenure commits the University for the rest of the individual’s academic career, the decision must not be made in haste. The full duration of the probationary period to the date of consideration should be utilized to assess the past performance and the future promise of the individual. Tenure before the expiry of the probationary period must be limited to exceptional cases. These exceptional cases may result from such outstanding performance that the candidate’s quality and promise is beyond doubt, or from prior academic, government or industrial service provided that an accurate evaluation of performance can be obtained from academic peers.

Faculty who have taken one or more leaves during their probationary appointment and who believe the length and nature of the leave(s) materially affected the performance for which they will be assessed may request an extension of one or more years, subject to approval by the Provost and recommendation by the Dean (A5.02.4–7). In the case of faculty who did not take any leave(s) during the probationary period, a one-year extension to the second probationary period will only be granted when there is significant evidence that the individual will meet the criteria for tenure by the end of the extension year.

1. Evaluation

The individual is expected to take an active part in research and scholarly activities, as evidenced by research publications in refereed venues of international repute, active participation in national/international conferences or the authorship of books or book chapters. The research productivity must be sustained and steady. An individual with a poor research record will not be granted sufficient for tenure.

Teaching is to be evaluated as described in II-B and, in addition, on the basis of a one-page statement by the staff member on his/her teaching philosophy and experience.

It is the responsibility of the Chair to provide a carefully documented case of the quality of the individual’s teaching using these criteria as a guide. An individual with poor teaching/mentoring effectiveness will not be granted tenure.

It is expected that the service aspect of an Assistant Professor’s duties will be kept to a minimum to enable him/her to establish an effective research and teaching program. Willingness to participate in the service functions of the Department would be considered an asset.

The Chair of the Department is responsible for providing complete documentation on the individual’s whole academic career, including the publication record, grants/contracts, teaching competence, research supervised and administrative service as detailed in Sections I and II of this document.

Confidential letters of reference from authorities in the field of research must be sought to ascertain the quality of research and future promise. The opinion of knowledgeable tenured colleagues within the Department may also be sought regarding the individual’s competence and contributions. Evidence from both students and peers (testifying to the individual’s teaching effectiveness) may also be provided. Finally, information about the individual’s engagement in some of the necessary functions, both academic and administrative, within the Department may be provided.
V. Promotion

A. Promotion from Associate Professor to Professor

Promotion to the rank of Professor is based on the individual's performance in the three (3) areas outlined in Section I. Promotion is neither automatic nor based on the number of years of service.

In considering promotion, the individual's whole record of achievement, to the date of consideration, in each of the three (3) areas is to be scrutinized.

No particular numerical weight or formula can be attached to any of the three (3) areas but, in general, excellence in research and teaching is to be considered more important than service. For promotion to professor, the staff member must demonstrate a strong record of achievement in research, teaching and service and either excellence in research and/or teaching, or, in rare circumstances, exceptional service.

B. Promotion Based on Excellence in Research and/or Teaching

1. Criteria

The individual must demonstrate 

- excellence or strength in research through high quality and mature scholarship as evidenced by international recognition of research contributions.

- The individual must demonstrate competence effectiveness in teaching at all levels, and demonstrate excellence in teaching or mentoring at the undergraduate or graduate level both in the classroom and through mentoring of trainees, as documented via multi-faceted evaluation methods.

- The individual must have contributed significant service to the Department, the University and/or professional organizations on the national/international level.

2. Evaluation

The evaluation of the quality of research and scholarship will be done according to Sections IIA and II-B. In promotion to the rank of Professor, confidential letters of reference must be obtained from international experts in the field testifying to the quality of the individual's research and his/her national/international stature. Opinions of knowledgeable colleagues (i.e. Professors) within the Department should also be sought and, where appropriate, from colleagues in other departments.

Evidence of teaching effectiveness must be based on information from both students and peers. For the criteria of effectiveness in teaching see Section I-C. The individual must include in the promotion submission a one-page statement describing his/her teaching achievements.

By this stage of the individual's career, significant service to the professional community at the national/international level should be demonstrated.

The individual should have participated in the committee structure within the Department, and/or the Faculty and/or the University.

C. Promotion Based on Exceptional Service

1. Criteria

Promotion to full professor based on exceptional service is reserved for those rare cases where an individual's service activity has required significant continuous time commitment resulting in a substantial reduction in time available for research and teaching for an extended period. The service provided by the individual during this period must have been exceptional in its quality and resulted in significant positive impact, and the individual must have demonstrated strong leadership at a senior level.

The individual's record of scholarly achievement must demonstrate high quality research, mature scholarship, and competence in teaching and mentoring at all levels.

2. Evaluation

The evaluation of the quality of research and scholarship will be done according to Sections IIA and II-B. In promotion to the rank of Professor, confidential letters of reference must be
obtained from international experts in the field testifying to the quality of the individual's research and his/her national/international stature. Opinions of knowledgeable colleagues (i.e. Professors) within the Department should also be sought and, where appropriate, from colleagues in other departments.

Unlike the evaluation of research when promotion is justified on the basis of “excellence in research and/or teaching”, this evaluation may focus on the individual’s research and scholarship prior to beginning the extraordinary service, which should be judged in comparison to peers at that career stage and not at the time they were promoted to Professor.

Evidence of teaching effectiveness must be based on information from both students and peers. For the criteria of effectiveness in teaching see Section I-C. The individual must include in the promotion submission a one-page statement describing his/her teaching achievements. Unlike the evaluation of teaching when promotion is justified on the basis of “excellence in research and/or teaching”, this evaluation may focus on the individual’s teaching and mentoring prior to beginning the extraordinary service.

Opinions will be obtained through confidential letters of reference from individuals who are best qualified to judge the demanding nature of the service, the exceptional quality of the service performed by the individual, and the leadership demonstrated by the individual.

VI. Other Ranks

A. Faculty Service Officer (FSO)

For further information, please refer to the Standards of Performance and Procedures for Merit Increments, Continuing Appointment and Promotion for Faculty Service Officers (FSOs) Document.

VII. Appendix I

A. Policy on Teaching Evaluation

a. A teaching questionnaire will be completed for each lecture section, in compliance with General Faculties Council regulations.

b. The questionnaire will be administered through the Chair’s office and the instructor will not be involved or present during the process.

c. The results of the questionnaire will be provided to the instructor only after the final grades for the course have been submitted.

d. Written comments are to remain confidential between the Chair and the instructor and will not be directly available to FEC. The Chair may present a synopsis of the written comments to FEC.

e. Results of the teaching questionnaire will be used by the Chair in preparing the Chair’s recommendation to FEC and by FEC.

B. Questionnaire ²

The questionnaire will consist of ten required Universal Student Ratings of Instruction questions, and may also include additional targeted questions whose answers will not be used in assessment of teaching effectiveness. The Universal Student Ratings of Instruction questionnaire shall use the rating scale Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree, and Strongly Agree to gather responses to the following questions:

1. The goals and objectives of the course were clear.
2. In-class time was used effectively.
3. I am motivated to learn more about these subject areas.
4. I increased my knowledge of the subject areas in this course.
5. Overall the quality of the course content was excellent.
6. The instructor spoke clearly.
7. The instructor was well prepared.

² Vice dean office to determine if this requires updating
8. The instructor treated the students with respect.
9. The instructor provided constructive feedback throughout this course.
10. Overall, this instructor was excellent.
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2. General Comments

This document is to be used in conjunction with Schedule A to the Collective Common Agreement between the Governors of the University of Alberta and the Association of the Academic Staff of the University of Alberta, July 1 2018 – June 30, 2020, hereafter referred to as ‘the Faculty Agreement.’ In accordance with the Faculty Agreement (Articles A6.01 (d), A6.12.6), this document contains the Faculty of Science procedures to be followed for a faculty member’s annual review of performance and awarding of increments; for evaluating the first and second probationary periods; and for making tenure and promotion decisions. This document should be used in conjunction with both the Faculty Agreement and the Faculty of Science Criteria for Merit Increments, Tenure and Promotion document. The reporting period in the Faculty of Science is July 1 to June 30.

3. Annual Review of Performance

As per clause A2.05 of the Faculty Agreement, a staff member shall submit each year an Annual Report on responsibilities during the previous academic year. This report will serve as the basis of a performance review by FEC, which will decide on merit increments, actions to be taken at the end of probationary periods, tenure decisions, and promotion applications to the rank of Professor.

In preparing a recommendation to FEC, each year the Department Chair shall review the annual report prepared by the staff member. Each review shall include a meeting between the staff member and the Department Chair, unless the staff member is not available or refuses to meet (Faculty Agreement Article A6.13). After such a review, the Chair shall complete a Chair’s Recommendation Form for submission to FEC. If the staff member is serving a probationary period, the Chair’s Recommendation Form shall include both the Chair’s review of the current year and the Chair’s review of the entire
probationary period (Article A6.14.2). A copy of the completed form must be given to the staff member at the same time as it is submitted to the Dean.¹

For staff members serving a probationary period, the Department Chair shall also annually advise the staff member in writing on progress towards tenure (Article A6.14.3).

The *Faculty of Science FEC Schedule of Events* document sets forth annually the specific deadlines associated with the submission of materials for each of the decisions described in the sections that follow. The Dean shall update and distribute this document annually to Department Chairs no later than <insert date> each year.

### 4. Merit Increments

A merit increment means the basic unit by which a staff member’s salary is increased (Article 1.18), where there is a recommendation to do so.

In accordance with Faculty Agreement Article 6.09.01, the Department Chair each year shall recommend to FEC whether the staff member should receive increments based on the past year’s performance.

#### A. Responsibilities of the Staff Member

As specified by departmental deadline, the staff member must provide the following minimum documentation to the Department Chair:

a) An annual report for the previous academic year, using the Faculty of Science Annual Report system and report template; and

b) proof of accepted publications for the period under review.

#### B. Responsibilities of the Department Chair

Each year the Department Chair shall provide in writing to FEC, with a copy to the staff member, an increment recommendation as per Article A6.14.1 of the Faculty Agreement, based on the staff member’s responsibilities under Article A2 and to the standards of performance under Article A6.03. These standards are further detailed in the *Faculty of Science Criteria for Merit, Tenure, and Promotion*. The recommendation is made using the Chair’s Recommendation Form. Guidelines for pro-rated increments based on the staff member’s effective date of appointment are specified in clauses A6.11.1 and A6.11.2 of the Faculty Agreement.

Refer to the *Science FEC Schedule of Events* document for the specific deadline each year.

¹ In the Faculty of Science, the Dean may choose to delegate their responsibilities in faculty evaluation to the Vice Dean.
5. End of First Probationary Appointment

A. Responsibilities of the Department Chair
The Department Chair will determine the last year of a first probationary period, using the effective date of appointment and the definitions given in Article A5.02.2 of the Faculty Agreement.
In the last year of a first probationary appointment and by the deadline specified in the Science FEC Schedule of Events, the Department Chair shall recommend in writing to the Dean, with a copy to the staff member, one of the following:
   a) that a second probationary appointment be offered to the staff member
   b) that an appointment with tenure be offered to the staff member
   c) that no further appointment be offered to the staff member

B. Responsibilities of the Dean
On receipt of the Department Chair's recommendation, the Dean shall take one of the following steps:
   a) approve a recommendation that the staff member be offered a second probationary appointment;
   b) if the recommendation is for a second probationary appointment and if the Dean disagrees with such recommendation, submit the recommendation to FEC for consideration;
   c) refer to FEC a recommendation that an appointment with tenure be offered to the staff member (in which case the procedures under the Tenure section of this document shall apply); or
   d) refer to FEC a recommendation that no further appointment be offered to the staff member (in which case the procedures under the Tenure section of this document shall apply).

6. End of Second Probationary Period

A. Responsibilities of the Department Chair
By the deadline specified in the Science FEC Schedule of Events, in the last year of a second probationary appointment, the Department Chair shall recommend in writing to FEC (Faculty Agreement A5.04.1), with a copy to the staff member, one of the following:
   a) that an appointment with tenure be offered to the Academic Faculty member, in which case procedures under
   b) that no further appointment be offered to the Academic Faculty member; or
   c) that the second probationary period be extended by one year (but only if such an extension had not been approved for an earlier year by FEC or the General Appeals Committee).

B. Responsibilities of FEC
On receipt of the Department Chair's recommendation, FEC shall recommend one of the following:
   a) that an appointment with tenure be offered to the Academic Faculty member (in which case the procedures under the Tenure section of this document shall apply); or
   b) that no further appointment be offered to the Academic Faculty member;
that the second probationary period be extended by one year (but only if such an extension had not been approved for an earlier year by FEC or the General Appeals Committee).

7. **Tenure**

When a staff member at the rank of Assistant Professor is granted tenure, the individual will receive the designation of Associate Professor in accordance with clause A6.12.2 of the Faculty Agreement.

**A. Responsibilities of the Staff Member**

As specified by departmental deadline, the staff member who is being considered for tenure must provide the following minimum documentation to the Department Chair:

a) an up-to-date curriculum vitae including a complete publication list, current and expired funding, undergraduate and graduate student mentorship and supervision; internal and external service to the community and profession;

b) a teaching statement;

c) the names of at least six (6) internationally recognized scholars who can serve as referees capable of judging his/her research activity; and

d) the names of individuals, if any, who would not be acceptable to the applicant to act as a referee, including the reasons for non-acceptability.

**B. Responsibilities of the Department Chair**

In preparation for a staff member’s tenure consideration, either in the last year of a probationary period or in an earlier year for special tenure considerations (Article A5.05.1), the Department Chair shall

a) develop a confidential list of referees capable of judging the staff member’s research activity. This list will be derived from the staff member's recommendations and those of tenured academic staff members in the Department, and will not normally include individuals identified by the staff member as not acceptable.

b) write to a sufficient number of referees in order to obtain between four and six responses. Staff members are not advised as to which of the referees are being contacted for comments.

c) invite tenured academic staff members in the Department to review the documentation submitted by the staff member, and to provide confidential written opinions as to the merits of the case.

d) meet with the staff member to discuss the case.

e) assess the case for tenure, based upon the criteria provided in the Faculty of Science document Criteria for Merit Increments, Tenure and Promotion.

f) inform the staff member in writing, by the deadline specified in the Science FEC Schedule of Events, as to whether he/she intends to recommend tenure.

g) arrange for the election of one tenured staff member of the department to serve as an additional member of FEC to hear the case from the department. The elected representative(s) for tenure will not normally be direct collaborators of the staff member.
If the Department Chair decides to recommend an appointment with tenure, the Department Chair shall provide the tenure documentation (see Appendix 2) to the Dean by the deadline specified in the *Science FEC Schedule of Events* document.

If the Department Chair decides to recommend no further appointment, the Department Chair shall provide all confidential academic evaluations of the work of the staff member to the Dean by the deadline specified in the *Science FEC Schedule of Events*.

**C. Responsibilities of the Dean**

If the Department Chair decides to recommend no further appointment or if FEC’s preliminary decision is for no further appointment, the FEC Chair shall prepare a summary of the confidential material received and provide the staff member and Department Chair with a copy thereof by the date specified in the *Faculty of Science FEC Schedule of Events* document.

The summary prepared shall be in sufficient detail to enable the staff member to know the specific ways in which the application failed to meet the criteria specified in the *Faculty of Science Criteria for Merit Increments, Tenure, and Promotion*.

**8. Application for Promotion to the Rank of Professor**

**A. Notification to Potential Applicants**

The Dean shall notify staff members of their eligibility to make an application for promotion to the rank of Professor, on or before May 15th in the year in which they first become eligible to do so (see Faculty Agreement A6.12.3 (b). There will be no subsequent notification.

On or before the relevant date specified in the *Science FEC Schedule of Events* document, the staff member shall notify the Dean in writing of the intention to apply for promotion to the rank of Professor. At the same time, the staff member will send the Department Chair a copy of the notice.

In accordance with Article A6.12.2 A6.12.5 of the Faculty Agreement, the Department Chair may inform a staff member in writing that he/she (a) intends to recommend a multiple increment sufficient to bring the salary of the staff member to the minimum of Professor or higher, thus making the staff member eligible for promotion in a particular year, and (b) will support promotion at FEC. Such notice shall be made to the staff member by the deadline as per the *Science FEC Schedule of Events* the year in which the recommendation is to be made to FEC. At the same time, the Department Chair will send a copy of the written notice to the Dean.

**B. Basis for Achieving Promotion**

For promotion to the rank of Professor, the Academic Faculty member must demonstrate a strong record of achievement in teaching, research, and service, including excellence in teaching and/or research, or, in rare circumstances, a record of exceptional service.
As described in Article A6.03.3 and detailed in the *Faculty of Science Criteria for Increments, Tenure, and Promotion* document, promotion to Professor can be justified in two distinct ways.

In the first way, promotion is justified on the basis of excellence in research and/or teaching. This is the normal basis for promotion; it gives greater weight to research and teaching, in general, than to service.

Alternatively, promotion is justified on the basis of exceptional service. This basis for justifying promotion is to be used only in rare circumstances.

In both cases, the staff member must demonstrate a strong record of achievement in research, teaching and service.

The procedure for applying for promotion is the same in both cases, except in the details of the number and qualifications of the referees.

**C. Responsibilities of the Staff Member**

The staff member shall submit a letter of application, or conditional application, for promotion to the rank of Professor to the Dean of Science by the date specified in the *Science FEC Schedule of Events* document. This letter must clearly state whether the basis of the application is excellence in research and/or teaching, or exceptional service.

At the same time, the following minimum documentation must be given to the Department Chair, along with a copy of the letter of application:

a) an up-to-date curriculum vitae including a complete publication list, current and expired funding, undergraduate and graduate student mentorship and supervision; internal and external service to the community and profession;

b) teaching statement;

c) the names of at least six (6) internationally recognized scholars who can serve as referees capable of judging his/her research activity; and

d) the names of individuals, if any, who would not be acceptable to the applicant to act as a referee, including the reasons for non-acceptability.

When promotion is justified on the basis of exceptional service, in addition to all of the above, the staff member must also provide the names of at least six (6) persons (not necessarily different from the above six (6) names) who are best qualified to judge one or more of the following:

a) the demanding nature of the service that is the basis for promotion;

b) the exceptional quality of the service performed by the individual;

c) the leadership demonstrated by the individual. For each of (a)-(c), the list of names must include at least two people who are qualified to comment on that aspect of the application.

**D. Responsibilities of the Department Chair**

The Department Chair shall:
a) develop a confidential list of referees capable of judging the staff member’s research activity. This list will be derived from the applicant’s recommendations and those of other departmental staff members at the rank of Professor, and will not normally include individuals identified by the applicant as not acceptable.

b) write to a sufficient number of referees in order to obtain between four and six responses. Staff members are not advised as to which of the referees are being contacted for comments. When promotion is justified on the basis of exceptional service, in addition to the above, the Department Chair shall develop a confidential list of persons who are best qualified to judge one or more of the following:

1. the demanding nature of the service that is the basis for promotion,
2. the exceptional quality of the service performed by the individual, and
3. the leadership demonstrated by the individual.

c) write to a sufficient number of these persons to ensure that for each of (a)-(c) at least two of the references received comment on that aspect of the application.

d) Invite staff members in the Department, who are at the rank of Professor, to review the documentation submitted by the applicant (but excluding letters submitted by external referees?), and provide confidential opinions in writing as to the merits of the application.

e) meet with the staff member to discuss the application.

f) assess the case for promotion, based upon the criteria provided in the Faculty of Science document Criteria for Merit Increments, Tenure and Promotion.

g) Inform the staff member, in writing, by the deadline specified in the Science FEC Schedule of Events, as to whether he/she intends to support or oppose the application.

The Department Chair shall forward all material for the promotion application to FEC as part of material provided for the staff member’s annual review. The Department Chair shall inform the staff member in writing of the decision to support or oppose the application at the FEC hearing, and include a copy of this decision as part of the materials submitted to FEC.

E. Responsibilities of the Dean

If the Department Chair decides to oppose the application or if FEC’s preliminary decision is to deny promotion, the Dean shall prepare a summary of the confidential material received and provide the staff member and Department Chair with a copy thereof as per the deadline specified in the Science FEC Schedule of Events. The summary statement so prepared shall be in sufficient detail to enable the staff member to know the specific ways in which the application failed to meet the criteria specified in the Faculty of Science Criteria for Merit Increments, Tenure, and Promotion.
F. **Continuation of the Application**
Where the Department Chair has decided to oppose the application, the staff member may continue the application in accordance with clause A6.17.1 of the Faculty Agreement. The Dean will submit to the FEC, on behalf of the applicant, the material submitted by the Chair (Appendix I – Promotion). The staff member may submit additional information that is relevant to the application as per clause A6.17.1 by the due date specified in the *Science FEC Schedule of Events.*
Where the staff member requests reconsideration of a preliminary FEC decision (A6.19.1), the staff member shall submit to the Dean, with a copy to the Department Chair, documentation as per clause A6.20.1 of the Faculty Agreement.

G. **Withdrawal of the Application**
The staff member may withdraw his/her application for consideration of promotion at any time prior to the FEC meeting. The Department Chair will maintain a record of the names of external individuals who were asked to and who provided confidential assessments. Those confidential assessments will be destroyed.

9. **Referees**
The referees selected for evaluating research for tenure and promotion “should not be from the same university as the applicant, should not have been a research supervisor or graduate student of the applicant within the past six years, should not have directly collaborated with the applicant within the past six years or have plans to collaborate in the immediate future, should not be an employee of a non-academic organization with which the applicant has had collaboration within the past six years and should not be in a potential conflict of interest (e.g., personal, financial)”

---

10. Appendix 1: Documents from the Department Chair

A. Tenure

At a minimum, the following must be submitted by the Chair to the Dean:

a) Staff member’s Annual Report
b) Chair’s Recommendation Form
c) The Chair’s Recommendation Summary Letter that includes an evaluation of the staff member’s research, teaching ability and service contributions
d) Sample of letter to external referees
e) List of external referees
f) Four to six confidential letters of reference from external referees relating to research evaluation
g) Staff member’s Curriculum vitae
h) The staff member’s teaching and research statements
i) Copies of the publications selected by applicant and sent to external reviewers

If appropriate, other documentation may be submitted.

B. Promotion

When promotion is justified on the basis of excellence in research and/or teaching, at a minimum, the following must be submitted by the Chair to the Dean:

a) Staff member’s Annual Report
b) Chair’s Recommendation Form
c) The Chair’s Recommendation Summary Letter that includes an evaluation of the staff member’s research, teaching ability, and service contributions
d) Sample of letter to external referees
e) List of external referees
f) Four to six confidential letters of reference from external referees relating to research evaluation
g) Staff member’s Curriculum vitae
h) The staff member’s teaching and research statements
i) Publications selected by applicant and sent to external reviewers

If appropriate, other documentation may be submitted.

When promotion is justified on the basis of exceptional service, at a minimum, the following must be submitted to the Dean:

a) Staff member’s Annual Report
b) Chair’s Recommendation Form
c) The Chair’s Recommendation Summary Letter that includes an evaluation of the staff member’s historical record relating to research and teaching, and focus on “exceptional service”
d) Sample of letter to external referees
e) List of external referees
f) Four to six confidential letters received from external referees relating to research evaluation
g) Three to six confidential letters received from external referees relating to service contributions; at least two references received must comment on each of (a)-(c).

h) Staff member’s Curriculum vitae

i) Staff member’s teaching and research statements

If appropriate, other documentation may be submitted.
Purpose and Nature of the Award

The stature of this Faculty rests increasingly upon the excellence of its early career scientists. The Faculty of Science Research Award provides recognition and career enhancement for the Faculty’s most outstanding and highly promising early career researchers. It recognizes research carried out primarily after the nominee's appointment at the University of Alberta.

The Award consists of a plaque and a prize of $2,000. Should a recipient wish to use their funds for philanthropic purposes (i.e. to establish a new or support an existing student award), the Dean’s Office must be notified in order that the funds may be dispersed in a manner that will make this possible.

Nomination Deadline

Monday, March 1, 2021

Eligibility and Conditions:

1. The nominee must be within 12 years of the date of award of his or her Ph.D. degree or within 8 years of their first tenure-track appointment at the nomination deadline. Extensions to this time period will be made for nominees who have taken formally approved leaves of absence.

2. The nominee must be a tenured or tenure-track member of the Faculty of Science and Principal Investigator on a research grant from one of the major Federal granting agencies.

3. Contents of the nomination package electronic copy as a single pdf in the following order (original letters are to be kept by the Department):

   (i) Statement describing the procedures followed, including equity, diversity, and inclusion (EDI), in generating and selecting the nomination.
   (ii) A nomination letter (three-page maximum) signed by two faculty members within the Faculty of Science, or in the case of the Department of Psychology, by faculty members within the Faculty of Arts or Science.
   (iii) Two supporting letters from scientists at institutions outside the University of Alberta addressing the suitability of the nominee for the award.
   (iv) A one-page summary from the nominee of their research program, written in language appropriate for scientists outside of the nominee’s field of research, to be pursued during the following year.
   (v) A statement (one-page maximum) from the nominee about their contributions to equity, diversity, and inclusion.
(vi) Curriculum Vitae including publication list of the nominee. The names of the nominee’s students and postdocs should be highlighted using bold font in the publication list. A short paragraph explaining choices of publication venues and author ordering should precede the publication list.

(vii) A summary of the nominee’s three most significant research contributions (one-page maximum) written for a non-specialist.

(viii) Copy of the nominee’s three most significant research contributions.

Note: Researchers who have collaborated with the nominee within the last 6 years, and former supervisors are normally not acceptable nominators or referees.

4. Each department may nominate no more than one candidate.

5. There will normally be a maximum of one award per year.

6. Each year’s winner will be announced in the Spring.

7. If a Department wishes and the nominee agrees, an unsuccessful nomination package will be kept on file and considered in the following year if the nominee still meets the eligibility requirements. Departments may update the nomination in the following year if they wish.
AGENDA ITEM #5.2
Changes to Science Faculty Council’s Delegated Authority

Dear Chairs,

Please forward the following notice to all Academic Staff in your Department and confirm that you have received this email. Thank you.

----------------------------------------

Dear Faculty Council Member,

Friday, March 12, 2021, Science Faculty Council approved the following motions:

Motion #1:
The Science Faculty Council hereby creates a standing Executive Committee constituted with the following Terms of Reference:

i) Purpose: to advise the Dean on all Faculty related matters that may occur between the times of regular meetings of Council; and

ii) Membership: all Chairs, Associate Deans, and the Vice-Dean of the Faculty of Science; and

iii) Quorum: shall consist of no less than four members including at least 2 chairs; and

iv) Voting: all members are voting members. The Dean of Science is ex officio and will vote only to break a tie.

Motion #2:
The Dean of Science, in consultation with the Executive Committee, shall act for Science Faculty Council in matters that may occur between the times of regular meetings of Council and for which decisions require immediate resolution.

Thank you for taking the time to vote online, quorum was met and an overwhelming majority voted in favour of the recommendations.
THIS IS SCIENCE AT UALBERTA

STRAATEGIC PLAN 2020–2025

(AGENDA ITEM 5.3)
WHY SCIENCE?

FROM THE DEAN

SCIENCE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA IS GLOBALLY RECOGNIZED FOR EXCELLENCE IN RESEARCH AND EDUCATION, WORKING TO POSITION OUR COMMUNITY AHEAD OF ECONOMIC CYCLES, ECOLOGICAL SHIFTS, COMPETITIVE OPPORTUNITIES, AND DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES BY PUSHING THE BOUNDARIES OF DISCOVERY, KNOWLEDGE, AND INNOVATION.

Together, as a community of leaders, we have developed a multi-layered plan with achievable short-term accountabilities and long-term goals within a five year timeframe.

Standing together upon a strong foundation built by our alumni, donors, community, and industry partners, we continue to focus on our mission of conducting world-leading research and the authentic teaching and training of the next generation of scientists. After all, they are the pipeline of discovery, innovation, and talent that will make our world a better place, foster our community, and fuel the economy in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, and beyond.

MATINA KALCOUNIS-RUEPPELL / Dean, Faculty of Science

VISION

To inspire outstanding achievements in scientific learning, discovery, innovation, and leadership for a better world.

MISSION

The Faculty of Science positions Alberta and Canada at the global forefront of scientific research and education.
SCIENCE at the University of Alberta is built upon a foundation of four key elements: collaboration and multidisciplinarity; equity, diversity, and inclusivity (EDI); fiscal responsibility; and shared leadership. These fundamental components are woven into all that we do in the Faculty of Science.

Upon this foundation are three key pillars: world-leading research, discovery, and innovation; student success and experience; and stakeholder engagement. These pillars make up our core mission.
COLLABORATION AND MULTIDISCIPLINARITY

GROUNDBREAKING RESEARCH and world-leading scholarship are rooted in collaboration, diverse perspectives, and a willingness to reach across traditional disciplinary lines to work together to drive the future of our world. This collaboration occurs within our faculty, with others in the University of Alberta community, as well as our fellow academic institutions and our partners in government and industry. We will continue to build on these relationships.

EQUITY, DIVERSITY, AND INCLUSIVITY (EDI)

WE ARE COMMITTED to creating a representative science talent pipeline reflective of the makeup of Alberta and our world, including women, members of racialized communities, Indigenous peoples, people with disabilities, and LGBTQ2S+ people. Our balanced and inclusive working environment will attract the diverse group of students, staff, and scientists that will be our future.

TRANSPARENCY

OUR FOUNDATION is built on open and transparent communication. Success in the mission and vision of the Faculty of Science relies on input from and communication with all of our community. Transparency in decision making around research, education, and engagement as well as fiscal accountability are our priorities.

SHARED LEADERSHIP

WE WILL FOCUS on cultivating leaders and a mindset of accountability and leadership within our entire community, including our faculty, our staff, and our students. Our faculty members and staff will emulate responsible, inclusive leadership. And while they are here, our students will cultivate their own leadership skills and become the world’s leaders once they leave.
WORLD-LEADING RESEARCH, DISCOVERY, AND INNOVATION

OUR SCIENTISTS are working today to solve the problems of tomorrow, addressing some of our most pressing concerns as a society. Our students, graduates, alumni, and researchers will be key drivers of Alberta’s growing innovation ecosystem through discovery, research, and innovation and the application of those contributions.

+15% increase

Increase research funding by 15% by increasing the number of grant applications and improving our success rate by 2025.

Strengthen

Strengthen our pool of talented scientists by increasing the number of postdoctoral fellows positions by 18%.

113 → 140

Increase the number of interdisciplinary proposals with teams of lead investigators from multiple departments and faculties from 113 to 140.
STUDENT LEARNING, SUCCESS, AND EXPERIENCE

WE ARE TRAINING the workforce of tomorrow through work-integrated, interdisciplinary, and high-impact experiential learning. We offer the highest number of labs and field schools for undergraduate students in Canada, and have a robust student internship program, and student innovation spaces for student experience, success, and professional development.

Enrolment
Educate and train the next generation of scientists, increasing enrolment to 7,800+ undergraduate students and 1,290 graduate students by 2025.

Double
Double the number of students participating in the Science Internship Program by 2025.

Support
Provide opportunities and financial support for students to participate in work-integrated learning experiences.

Double
Double the number of Indigenous students in graduate and undergraduate programs.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

CONNECTING WITH OUR COMMUNITY is key to our future. Through engagement and knowledge translation efforts, including public and K-12 programming, we share the groundbreaking work of the Faculty of Science with the world, inspiring the future of learning, discovery, innovation, and leadership.

Alumni
Demonstrate increased engagement with our remarkable alumni community by **10%** by 2025.

Partners
Expand and strengthen industry partnerships.

$50M
Build **$50M** in philanthropic support for strategic priorities in the Faculty of Science by 2025.
The University of Alberta respectfully acknowledges that we are located on (Amiskwaciwâskahikan) Treaty 6 territory, a traditional gathering place for diverse Indigenous peoples including the Cree, Blackfoot, Métis, Nakota Sioux, Iroquois, Dene, Ojibway/Saulteaux/Anishinaabe, Inuit, and many others whose histories, languages, and cultures continue to influence our vibrant community.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FULL NAME</th>
<th>DEPARTMENT</th>
<th>CURRENT RANK</th>
<th>NEW RANK EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ferguson, Michael</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>FSO II</td>
<td>FSO III (Continuing Appointment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birchall, Jeffrey</td>
<td>Earth &amp; Atmospheric Sciences</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Associate Professor (Tenure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evans, Joshua</td>
<td>Earth &amp; Atmospheric Sciences</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Associate Professor (Tenure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faramarzi, Monireh</td>
<td>Earth &amp; Atmospheric Sciences</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Associate Professor (Tenure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steele-MacInnis, Matthew</td>
<td>Earth &amp; Atmospheric Sciences</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Associate Professor (Tenure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiang, Bei</td>
<td>Mathematical &amp; Statistical Sciences</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Associate Professor (Tenure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caplan, Jeremy</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis, John</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derda, Ratmir</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frei, Christoph</td>
<td>Mathematical &amp; Statistical Sciences</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall, Jocelyn</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King-Jones, Kirst</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarpella, Enrico</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Hao</td>
<td>Mathematical &amp; Statistical Sciences</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Professor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>